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ABSTRACT

Edentulous patients often experience problems with their mandibular complete dentures. Patients with the resorbed mandibular ridge often complain of lack of stability and retention of the mandibular denture, together with a decreased chewing ability. While implant-supported fixed prosthesis offers many advantages, they are very expensive and not indicated in many conditions. Implant-supported removable prosthesis can be a choice of treatment in such cases. This clinical report describes a method to rehabilitate a patient with resorbed mandibular ridge with implant-supported overdenture.
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INTRODUCTION

Edentulous patients often experience problems with their mandibular complete dentures. Patients with the resorbed mandibular ridge often complain of lack of stability and retention of the mandibular denture, together with a decreased chewing ability. Insertion of implants creates more favorable environment for the restoration in such patients. Implant-supported prostheses options for an edentulous arch include implant-supported fixed prosthesis and implant-supported removable prosthesis. While implant-supported fixed prosthesis offers many advantages like being esthetically pleasing and feels being actually like natural dentition, they are very expensive and not indicated in many conditions. Implant-supported removable prosthesis offers certain advantages over implant-supported fixed restoration. Many patients are satisfied with a stable implant-supported overdenture that requires limited clinical time and financial expense.

CASE REPORT

A 49-year-old female reported to the Department of Prosthodontics, Government Dental College and Hospital, Aurangabad, India, with the chief complaint of difficulty in chewing food and loose-fitting lower denture. Patient had been edentulous since past 1.5 years due to extraction of periodontally compromised and carious teeth. She had been using a set of complete dentures for past 6 months and was not satisfied as lower denture was not stable and fitting well. Clinical examination revealed edentulous maxillary and mandibular ridges with class I ridge relation (Fig. 1). Mandibular ridge was resorbed (Atwoods class IV).

Patient was informed about various treatment options available. Implant-supported fixed prosthesis could not be planned as lip support and esthetics would not be improved. As patient was primarily concerned about retention of the dentures, it was decided to rehabilitate the patient using mandibular implant-supported overdenture opposing maxillary complete denture.

Diagnostic impressions were made. Diagnostic orthopantomogram (OPG) and casts, records were studied. Implant placement was planned at B and D positions after obtaining consent from patient (Misch’s overdenture options – OD1). Treatment was divided into three phases: (1) diagnostic denture fabrication, (2) implant placement, and (3) final prosthesis fabrication.
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Diagnostic denture fabrication
Diagnostic denture was fabricated using conventional steps for denture fabrication. It was used to analyze the space available for overdenture attachment and fabrication of radiographic stent, which was later to be used as a surgical stent (Fig. 2).

Implant placement
Cone beam computed tomography analysis was done. Two implants of 4.2 × 10 mm were placed at B and D positions. Stage II surgery was carried out after 3 months with radiographic and clinical evidence of healing (Fig. 3). Healing abutments were placed. After soft tissue healing prefabricated single ball abutments were attached (Fig. 4).

Final prosthesis fabrication
Two weeks after placement of healing abutments, primary impression was made using irreversible hydrocolloid impression material. Maxillary final impression was made using conventional technique. For mandibular final impression, custom tray was fabricated and window was created for splinted open tray pickup/direct impression of implants. Border molding was completed. Then, open tray impression copings were placed over implants. Low-viscosity polyvinyl siloxane was loaded in the tray. Impression copings were splinted using self-cure acrylic resin. After complete polymerization, the copings were loosened and tray was removed (Figs 5 and 6). Definitive casts were made.

Autopolymerizing acrylic resin was used to fabricate denture bases over the definitive cast. Using face bow record, upper cast was mounted and then centric relation was recorded. Bilateral balanced occlusion scheme was used for teeth arrangement. Try-in was done. Retentive metal housings were incorporated by an indirect method. For this, after dewaxing, ball abutment analogs were attached to the cast. Metal housing with retentive rings were placed over analogs and denture was processed. Denture finishing and polishing were done in a conventional manner.

The prosthesis was delivered and patient was instructed about the aftercare and recall schedule (Figs 7 and 8).

DISCUSSION
Overdenture is defined as any removable dental prosthesis that covers and rests on one or more remaining natural teeth, the roots of natural teeth, and/or dental...
implants; a dental prosthesis that covers and is partially supported by natural teeth, natural tooth roots, and/or dental implant (Glossary of Prosthodontic Terms 8). If an edentulous patient is willing to remain with a removable prosthesis, an overdenture is often the treatment of choice. Implant-supported overdentures provide a good opportunity for dentists to improve the quality-of-life and oral health of the patient. The chewing efficiency with an implant-supported overdenture is improved by almost 20% compared with a traditional complete denture. The primary indication for a mandibular implant-supported overdenture is problems often found with mandibular dentures, such as lack of retention or stability, decrease in function, difficulty in speech, tissue sensitivity, and soft tissue abrasion. A number of implants incorporated are to be selected according to specific clinical and individual needs of the patient. In this case, two implant-supported mandibular prosthesis was planned taking into consideration anatomical features, patient’s expectations, and the cost factor. The choice of attachment depends upon the retention required, jaw anatomy, interridge distance, overlying mucosa, oral function, and patient compliance for recall. Single attachments have following advantages:

- Less costly
- Less technique-sensitive
- Easier to clean

![Fig. 6: Final impression](image)

![Fig. 7: Intaglio surface of processed denture showing incorporated stainless steel housings with white retentive caps](image)

![Fig. 8: Preoperative and postoperative extraoral view](image)
Opposing arch condition influences the choice of occlusal concept. Most practitioners have recommended a balanced occlusion for the patient with an edentulous maxilla opposing implant-supported overdenture.7

Most patients seeking improvement in the retention and stability of the mandibular denture and decrease of oral soreness have no objections to removable prostheses and do not desire complete fixed prostheses and their implied more difficult oral hygienic procedures.1

SUMMARY

This case report presents a novel treatment option to rehabilitate an edentulous patient with a resorbed mandibular ridge. Implant-supported overdenture proves to be a better treatment alternative to the conventional denture. Hence, this treatment modality should be practiced whenever indicated. It will preserve hard and soft tissues of the patient and give psychological relief to the patient, which he expects from the dental treatment.
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